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Definitions: 

Lingua franca: 

A language systematically used to make communication 
possible between people not sharing a first language

Hegemony:

Preponderant influence or authority over others - dominance



Pros and Cons of the Lingua Franca or Hegemony

In the recent decades, English has gradually become lingua 

franca in scientific and technical research and publishing:

• Good for facilitating international communication, 
information exchange and research between scientists and 
other scholars 

• Has enabled movement of researchers around the globe for 
both short term study periods as well as for longer term or 
career moves.

• Bad because unfair to non-native English speakers

• Difficult to reference work in other languages, especially if 
they use non-Latin script

• Consequent effects on academic careers



Historical lingua francae
Past examples: 

• Greek - Pythagoras,  Socrates, Plato, 
Aristotle but also Eratosthenes (Egyptian) 
and Archimedes (Sicilian)… BCE 

• Arabic – Al-Razi (Iran), Ibn Al-Haytham
(Iraq), Ibn Sina (Uzbekistan), Alzahrawi
(Spain), Al-Khwarizmi (Persia) 733 – 1492 
CE

• Latin until 17th century – Bacon Novum
Organum; Newton Principia Mathematica

• How was knowledge shared in cultures 
where the lingua franca of the time was 
unknown? … China, India



In Europe transition to 
vernacular languages 
18th century onwards: 
Russian (Mendeleyev)
Italian (Volta)
French, (Marie Curie)
German (Einstein)

https://physicsworld.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/PWFeb19Crease-original.jpg


Researchers outside the Western European/American 
‘powerhouse’? 

Potential for highly significant research to be ignored by the 

international community if not published in the lingua franca: 

Jagdish Chandra Bose
microwaves in 19th century

Hidetsugu Yagi and 
Shintaro Uda in Japan –
invented Yagi antenna in 
1926 but not widely used 
till late in WWII for radar 



Is English as lingua franca largely driven by American 
dominance? 

• These languages are now marginalised in the progressive shift from 
vernacular languages as more papers are forced to publish in 
English 

Panellist Naira Danielyan will explain that this is 

• particularly apparent in Russia where penetration of English is still 
relatively small even though large, highly skilled and knowledgeable 
academic user base

Volta – Italian (Latin French, German, 
English)
Mendeleyev – Russian (French ,German) 
Curie – French (Polish, Russian, English)
Einstein – German (English, French, Latin)

Up to 1980s journals were 
published in other highly 
respected languages but… far 
fewer journals and far fewer 
active researchers but…more 
multilingualism among ‘leading 
experts’



Experiences with international PhD students 

Peter Excell PhD students from Bahrain, Bangladesh, China, Egypt, 
Germany, Greece, Iran, Iraq, Nigeria, Russia, Sudan…

• First drafts of papers in English…deficiencies in grammar and style … 
AND flaws in the rigour of reasoning

• Papers offered in a weak standard of English more likely to be 
rejected

• Every tutor an English teacher? Machine translations adequate? 

• Language and content taught together ?

• Language classes to teach the language needed for certain 
academic subjects by Modern Foreign Languages Departments?

e.g. Bauman University in Moscow book English for students of Optics

• Students taught minimalist approach to writing a paper



Current Scientific Collaborations
In Seminar 8:
Hugh Deighton - environmental and atmospheric sensing systems 
for European meteorological satellites which is validated by a huge 
number of scientists around the world.
Vincent Smith - research into elementary particle physics, projects 
at CERN and the discovery of Higgs Boson in 2004 which involve an 
international team of thousands of scientists… 

Question: Are all these international collaborations carried out 
using English? 
Concern - Could there be a tendency for margins of error if the 
participants are not fluent in English? How can we guarantee 
everyone understands?
Panellist Vincent Smith will address this issue in his contribution 
tonight.



Conclusions
• The emergence of a lingua franca can be seen as a good thing 

– encourages communication and rapid sharing of innovation
• But unfair on speakers of other languages
• Promotion criteria in academia heavily dependent on 

published work 
• Papers presented in a weak standard of English rejected
• Some of our other panellists will speak of their experiences as 

Speakers of other languages
• Will the future see a switch to another lingua franca? Chinese 

and Spanish are other dominant world languages…
• Probably not: technical solutions to translation are becoming 

increasingly capable, despite current deficiencies
• Panellist Alison McMillan will speak about artificial languages 

and Esperanto
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Language and Thinking

Hegel defined language as a tool that allows

something to exist. According to him, signs

composing a language are produced by an inner

effort of human thinking (Hegel, “Phenomenology of

Spirit”. St.-Petersburg: Publishing House “Azbuka”, 2019, p.

704).

“Man names things. Then intelligentsia accepts

them into the kingdom of imagination where they

get a citizenship. The content has some existence

for a presenter. These are the source, rationality

and foundation of language” (Hegel, “Lectures on

Philosophy of Spirit”. Moscow: Publishing House “Delo”

RANEPA, 2004, p. 231).



Language and Thinking

It is possible to define a sense of a language sign through the component

analysis of its meaning.

Various meanings of one word in the source language can have absolutely

different equivalents in the language of translation.

сутки

24 hours Day and night day

scholarship

ученость образованность стипендия



Language and Thinking

Being a challenge for non-native speakers, the above problems reduce the quality of academic and

scientific papers written in English by non-native speakers and their attempts to do it

professionally.

Russian academic society is calling to develop a system of measures to support and save Russian

academic language. They believe that an article written in English by a Russian scientist or

researcher won’t be able to transmit the completeness of the text written in Russian due to the

problems of translating the initial text from Russian into English.



Bowing to the 
Inevitable?

In the XXI century the question of speaking English has become equal to

survival in the academic environment.

Web of Science Core Collection of the company Thomson Reuters has

approximately 12000 scientific journals and a separate database of books

and conferences. According to the company’s report in 2019, Journal

Citation Reports about 4000 American journals are included, 2500 British

ones and only 149 Russian journals (1.1% from the total number of WoS).

It is also important to notice that the majority of the cited Russian journals

were founded in the Soviet period from 1931 to 1969. Russian journals

only appeared in JCR in the early 21st century. However, their impact-

factor is still only 0.8 on average, whereas rare journals reach 2.62 (See:

http://clarivate.libguides.com/jcr/).

http://clarivate.libguides.com/jcr/


The Special Case of Russian

The interest of English-speaking

international society to scientific

publications in Russian is negligible

nowadays.

The main reason of reducing the

international interest to the Russian

scientific school results is “the content

of offer and its ability or disability to

use quite complex procedures of

translating the knowledge produced”
(Saveleva, I.M., Poletaev, A.V., “Publications of

Russian Authors in Foreign Humanitarian and

Social Science Journals in 1993-2008:

Quantitative Indexes and Qualitative

Characteristics”. Moscow: Publishing House of

HSE, 2009, p. 42).



Possible Visions for the Future

Here arises a question: “Is there a need for scientific publications, books,
and conferences to be in Russian or any other national language?”

Almost all scientific research is done in English worldwide nowadays. It
has already happened. This is the reality in science and philosophy now.



Thank you for your attention
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Fractal art & Rune Linguistic encryption



Crescentic bronze plaque with triskele decoration  



(+)

VIKING rune Linguistic Encryption  ANGLO-SAXON



Adapting a Common Language; 
Historical Examples & Issues



Adapting a Common Language; Historical Examples & Issues

• The Sanskrit language,“… more perfect than 
the Greek, more copious than the Latin, and 
more exquisitely refined than either; yet 
bearing to both of them a stronger affinity, 
both in the roots of verbs and in the forms 
of grammar, than could possibly have been 
produced by accident…” 

• Western languages: daughter tongues of a single language  

A turning point in the linguistic history



Conclusion

Before English, the Cultural Lingua Franca 

in the Indian subcontinent was Persian

English being the planet’s lingua franca has 

many advantages especially in scientific 

development

However, hegemony can result in serious 

negative cultural identity consequences

For the Relief of Our Planet

Ardeshir Osanlou, FRPS, FIET, FHEA, FIMA
Visiting Professor Wrexham Glyndŵr University

In the Birth  Place
of Buddhism  
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The language 
of the elite…

• Sanskrit

• Latin

•Persian

• English…



Language: to 
communicate vs
to dominate

• We need to reach. Collaborate. Communicate.

• Common language: Tension between facilitating 
communication and linguistic privilege

• Credit where it is due (Eurocentrism)

I will share the Indian experience.

Some examples from mathematics (written in 
Sanskrit that is largely unknown in the West…)



Examples… (Pingala: Binary number system 3rd BCE)



Shulba Sutras: Pythagoras

Example: The rope stretched along the length of 
the diagonal of a rectangle makes an area which 
the, vertical and horizontal sides make together.
In other words: a^2 = b^2 + c^2.

Authors: Baudhayana, Manava, Katyayana, etc.  

Pre-Pythagoras use of irrational numbers.



Examples…(Bakhshali
manuscript: 2nd BCE to 
2nd AD)

Profit, loss, interest

Linear simultaneous equations (5 equations, 
5 unknowns)

Quadratic equations

Approximations for irrational numbers

Arithmetic and Geometric progressions



Brahmagupta 
(b. 598 AD)

• Pell’s equation

• “Newton-Stirling” interpolation formulae

• Improvement of sine tables (Aryabhata)

• Algorithm for square root: identical to 
Newton-Raphson

• Cyclic quadrilaterals (to be fair, Ptolemy pre-
dated by 500 years)



Bhaskara II 
(b. 1114 AD)

• Estimation of π.

• Plane geometry. Solid geometry. Combination

• Indeterminate equations (Kuttaka algorithm for 
integer solutions)

• Chakravala method (cyclic algorithm for 
indeterminate quadratic equations)

• δsin x = cos x δx

• Infinitesimals

• sin(a + b) and sin(a - b)

• Some evidence of: if f(a) = f(b) = 0, then f′(x)=0 for 
some x, with a<x<b (Rolls-theorem)



…And the most 
extraordinary: 
Kerala School of 
mathematics

Came very close to inventing differential 
calculus

• Mahavira

• Aryabhata I

• Narayana Pandit

• Sankara

• Madhava

• Parameshwara

• Nilakantha

….



E.g. Madhava 
(1340-1425)

Source:
https://mathshistory.st-
andrews.ac.uk/Projects/Pearce/

• 1) θ = tan θ - (tan3 θ)/3 + (tan5θ)/5 - ... , equivalent to Gregory series.

2) rθ= {r(rsinθ)/1(rcosθ)}-{r(rsinθ)3/3(rcosθ)3}+{r(rsinθ)5/5(rcosθ)5}- ...

3) sinθ = θ - θ3/3! + θ5/5! - ..., Madhava-Newton power series.

4) cosθ = 1 - θ2/2! + θ4/4! - ..., Madhava-Newton power series.
Remembering that Indian sinθ = rsinθ, and Indian cosθ = rcosθ. Both the above results are occasionally attributed 
to Maclaurin.

5) p/4 ≈ 1 - 1/3 + 1/5 - ... ± 1/n ± (-fi(n+1)), i = 1,2,3, and 
where f1 = n/2, f2 = (n/2)/(n2 + 1) and f3 = ((n/2)2 + 1)/((n/2)(n2 + 4 + 1))2 (a power series for p, attributed to Leibniz)

6) p/4 = 1 - 1/3 + 1/5 - 1/7 + ... ± 1/n ± {-f(n+1)}, Euler's series.

A particular case of the above series when t =1/√3 gives the expression:
7) p = √12 (1 - {1/(3 × 3)} + {1/(5 × 32)} - {1/(7 × 33)} + ...}

A further expression involving p:
8) pd ≈ 2d + 4d/(22 - 1) - 4d/(42 - 1) + ... ± 4d/(n2 + 1) etc, this resulted in improved approximations of p, a further term 
was added to the above expression, allowing Madhava to calculate p to 13 decimal places. The value p 
= 3.14159265359 is unique to Kerala and is not found in any other mathematical literature. A value correct 
to 17 decimal places (3.14155265358979324) is found in the work Sadratnamala.

9) tan -1x = x - x3/3 + x5/5 - ..., Madhava-Gregory series, power series for inverse tangent, still frequently attributed 
to Gregory and Leibniz.

It is also expressed in the following way:
10) rarctan(y/x) = ry/x - ry3/3x3 + ry5/5x5 - ..., where y/x ≤ 1

The following results are also attributed to Madhava of Sangamagramma:
11) sin(x + h) ≈ sin x + (h/r)cos x - (h2/2r2)sin x

12) cos(x + h) ≈ cos x - (h/r)sin x - (h2/2r2)cos x

Both the approximations for sine and cosine functions to the second order of small quantities, (see over page) are 
special cases of Taylor series, (which are attributed to B Taylor).

Finally, of significant interest is a further 'Taylor' series approximation of sine:
13) sin(x + h) ≈ sin x + (h/r)cos x - (h2/2r2)sin x + (h3/6r3)cos x.
Third order series approximation of the sine function usually attributed to Gregory.

https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Gregory/
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Madhava/
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Newton/
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Maclaurin/
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Leibniz/
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Euler/
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Madhava/
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Gregory/
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Leibniz/
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Madhava/
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Taylor/
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Taylor/
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Gregory/


Exaggerated 
claims as a 
reaction to 
Eurocentrism…

• The so-called “Vedic mathematics: Debunked, 
see e.g. Dani (http://www.math.tifr.res.in/~dani/)

(exception: Shulba Sutras)

• The so-called “Vedic Physics”

• The so-called flight technology (mythology of 
flying craft)

• Many more…



“When English is 
not your mother 
tongue.” 
Nature, June 2019.

Some quotes…

• “The Chinese language is rich and beautiful, but it still 
lacks much of the vocabulary that’s needed to describe 
physical science.”

• Science should reach local residents, and it should be 
beneficial to people beyond those who manage projects.

• “English speakers have become the gatekeepers of 
science. By keeping those gates closed, we’re missing out 
on a lot of perspectives and a lot of good research.”

• “…people who grow up speaking a language other than 
English are at a real competitive disadvantage when it 
comes to science.”

• “We need to embrace linguistic diversity and to make a 
concerted effort to dig up scientific knowledge in 
languages other than English.”

• “Accept that sometimes you cannot be perfect when 
communicating in English, but do so anyway.”

• “There’s nothing about English that makes it intrinsically 
better for science than any other language…many 
economic and geopolitical forces made English the 
dominant language of research, for better or worse.”



Challenges…

• One learns best in one’s mother tongue.

• India has a large population of those who know 
English, yet only 12% can speak and write in English.  

• To democratise knowledge, the linguistic privilege 
associated with English must go (Q: how to 
implement this?)

• Bilingualism for specialist knowledge: Knowing a 
second language is likely to become a norm in the 
future. 

• Technical terms can be easily borrowed in another 
language. Just as Latin names in medicine continue.

• Linguistic privilege is regressive (exclusion). 

• Language changes with space & time. Seeking 
homogenisation is futile. Gradual process…



Can a language ever become Lingua Franca?

The linguistic diversity of India: SEVENTEEN scripts on a typical currency note!

Thank you!
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English in Science: Lingua Franca or Hegemony?

• Why English? Latin, (Greek), French, Esperanto… US Dominance

• Value of a 2nd language

• Experience at CERN (meetings, lunchtime)

• Conversation where each speaks their own language? (Doesn’t work!)

• Careful (ie duty of care) use of English, Basic English, Special English, 
NASA English…

• Pitfalls of translation: False Friends, definite and indefinite articles 

• Computer translation (there are multiple words in English with the 
same or only slightly different meaning: a range of near synonyms)



Seminar 9: 

English in Science: Lingua Franca or Hegemony?

Vincent Smith  



• Why English? Latin, (Greek), French, German, Esperanto…



Why English? Latin, (Greek), French, German, 
Esperanto… US Dominance
Alison will discuss this in a few minutes, but the 
dominant languages of the past have only recently 
been replaced: I remember when I applied to study at 
Oxford in the 1960s, Latin O level was still compulsory, 
and when I joined Bristol University three years later 
to do a PhD, science students (especially chemists) 
were strongly encouraged to take a German course. I 
was brought up using a number of Latin phrases and 
abbreviations: eg, AD, am, pm, ca (circa), cf
(compare), CV, ie, per annum, et al, etc, NB…  the list 
goes on. But nowadays, I am not confident that others 
will recognise them, so I tend to avoid them.

Why has English reached this degree of 
international usage? Winston Churchill told us 
in A History of the English Speaking Peoples 
that when the Saxons invaded Britain, the Celts 
retreated to the hills, but both sides needed to 
trade. A simple language (in fact in many ways 
a ‘pidgin’ language, the vocabulary of one with 
the grammar of the other) evolved. This 
continued after the Norman invasion, adding a 
host of French words. 



Why English? Latin, (Greek), French, German, 
Esperanto… US Dominance
English is less complicated than many other 
languages, so it is well suited for the purpose. 
But of course, it was the dominance of the USA 
in so many ways that gave it true international 
coverage. Indeed, it is said that French was first 
replaced by English as a diplomatic language at 
the Versailles Conference in 1919, because the 
American President, Woodrow Wilson, did not 
speak French.

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note how 
many words in English today are borrowed 
from those precursor languages; from 
momentum to pharmacy, from charge to lager.

Last week, Dianne asked me what language do 
people use at CERN? I’ll answer that in a minute, 
but it made me ask myself, what language was 
used at the famous Solvay conferences in the 
1920s? The conferences were held in Brussels, so 
French was the official language, but many of 
the delegates were fluent in English and German 
too, so I am sure there would have been many 
conversations in those languages. And that 
reminds me of a story about Paul Dirac, when he 
went from Bristol to Cambridge. His supervisor 
gave him Heisenberg’s recent paper on Quantum 
Mechanics to study, so Dirac’s first job was to 
learn German in order to read it!



• Why English? Latin, (Greek), French, German, Esperanto…

• Value of another language



Value of another language

But I can’t avoid mentioning the advantages 
of studying a language other than one’s 
own. Of course, it makes sense to begin by 
studying one or more of the major 
languages, French, Spanish, Russian, etc, 
particularly for working abroad, or for 
tourism. But the very fact of seeing things 
from a different point of view is mind-
expanding. Not just from exposure to 
literature or current affairs in the new 
language, but the structure of the language 
itself. This leads in turn to a better 
understanding of one’s own language.



• Why English? Latin, (Greek), French, German, Esperanto…

• Value of another language

• Experience at CERN (publications, meetings, lunchtime)



Experience at CERN (publications, meetings, 
lunchtime)
CERN is an International Organization with 23 
member states. In its constitution it prescribes 
two official languages: English and French. In 
answer to Dianne’s question, English is the 
language used for professional purposes, 
although important meetings (such as meetings 
of CERN’s Council, the governing body) will have 
simultaneous translation between the two. 
However, if you want a hole drilled in a piece of 
metal, or to know what you are eating in the 
restaurants, French is extremely useful. The CERN 
Fire Brigade will answer the telephone in either 
language, but will record the conversation to 
avoid misunderstandings.

I find it quite exhilarating in the restaurant at 
lunch time, to overhear for example, a Russian 
and an Italian having a conversation about their 
work in good, or sometimes not-so-good, English. 
But if a professional conversation is needed with 
a less competent speaker of English, colleagues of 
the same nationality are always happy to 
translate.

Over the years, I have picked up quite a useful 
amount of French, and can hold conversations 
about everyday things.  But if I try to discuss 
Physics with French speakers in their language, 
we soon find it necessary to switch to English, not 
from my incompetence, but because of their 
better familiarity with technical terms in English.



• Why English? Latin, (Greek), French, German, Esperanto…

• Value of another language

• Experience at CERN (publications, meetings, lunchtime)

• Conversation where each speaks their own language?



Conversation where each speaks their own 
language?
I have always thought it would be best if two 
speakers of different languages want to have a 
conversation, and each is competent in the 
other’s, then each should speak in their own 
language, since they will be confident to get the 
best meaning across, and speaking in a 2nd 
language is harder then listening. But in practice, 
this does not work: using two different words for 
the same idea sounds perverse, and the 
conversation progresses better in one or the 
other language.



• Why English? Latin, (Greek), French, German, Esperanto…

• Value of another language

• Experience at CERN (publications, meetings, lunchtime)

• Conversation where each speaks their own language?

• Careful (ie duty of care) use of English, Basic English, etc



Careful (ie duty of care) use of English, Basic 
English, Special English, NASA English…
Native English speakers have a duty to make 
themselves as clear as possible to others, so 
speak or write clearly, do not use unusual 
words (or if this is essential, define the word at 
the start.)
There have been attempts to simplify English, 
by using only the more common words: Basic 
English is a set of only 850 words (sometimes 
criticised as being neither basic, nor English); I 
used to listen on short-wave radio to the Voice 
of America, who give news bulletins in so-
called Special English, intended for learners of 
English, which is derived from Basic English. 

A current example of a subset of English is NASA 
English, where words are only used if they have a 
single meaning (for example ‘fast’ can equal 
‘quick’, or the opposite, ‘stuck’, so it is avoided.) 

At CERN, and in other international physics 
collaborations, it is common practice for the main 
authors of a scientific paper to write a draft in 
English which is given to a native English speaker 
to tidy up.



• Why English? Latin, (Greek), French, German, Esperanto…

• Value of another language

• Experience at CERN (publications, meetings, lunchtime)

• Conversation where each speaks their own language?

• Careful (ie duty of care) use of English, Basic English, etc

• Pitfalls of translation: False Friends, American usage, articles



Pitfalls of translation: False Friends, American 
usage, definite and indefinite articles

It is important to beware of so-called ’false 
friends’. For example the French translation of 
English ‘eventually’ is not ‘éventuellement’, but 
‘finalement’, while the English translation of 
‘éventuellement’ is ‘possibly’.

One also has to be aware of American usage. Not 
just in spelling, or as everyone knows, the parts 
of a car (bonnet versus hood), but when I lived 
and worked in America in the 1990s, I found 
some less obvious ones: for example, to ‘audit’ a 
lecture course, means to take it, but not for credit 
(no exam.) Also ‘aggressive’ in American English 
has a positive meaning: ‘single-minded’, or ‘self-
confident’, while in British English, it means 
‘violent’ or ‘ferocious’.

Some languages do not use articles: ‘the’ or ‘a’. Russian 
is an obvious example, but I have also met Tamil as 
another. When Russian colleagues at Fermilab wrote 
draft papers in English, I often volunteered to ‘tidy it 
up’, which meant putting in articles where necessary. A 
frequent complication was when the author realised 
that articles were needed, but put them in 
inappropriate places. I used to describe this as using a 
pepper-pot to shake articles into the text at random.

I still have to do this at present, when I proof-read exam 
papers for the Jaffna University Physics Department, 
but I am more relaxed about this, because if the exam 
setter and the students both do not expect articles, 
there is no meaning lost without them!



• Why English? Latin, (Greek), French, German, Esperanto…

• Value of another language

• Experience at CERN (publications, meetings, lunchtime)

• Conversation where each speaks their own language?

• Careful (ie duty of care) use of English, Basic English, etc

• Pitfalls of translation: False Friends, American usage, articles

• Machine translation 



Machine translation 

I am sure you have all heard the story of the first 
computer to do translations from English to Russian. It 
was decided to test it by translating back from Russian 
to English. The input text was: “out of sight, out of 
mind”, and the result was “invisible idiot.” But this 
illustrates an important problem: in each language 
there are many near-synonyms. For example, an 
attempt to translate the French word: ‘demander’,
needs to choose from enquire, ask, request, require, 
demand, insist, etc, each one being stronger than the 
one before. So it is impossible to translate word-by-
word; the context is important, and not just the textual 
context, but the external circumstances in which the 
text is set.

Wikipedia distinguishes between ‘computer 
assisted translation’ and ‘machine 
translation’. In both cases, a human 
translator in needed, the distinction is in 
how much the human needs to do: either 
the computer can just assist the human, or it 
can do most of the work, with just a bit of 
human polishing.

Although great progress has been made, I 
think it will be some time before we have 
devices to put in our ears, like the Babel Fish 
described in Douglas Adams’ Hitchhikers 
Guide to the Galaxy.



• Why English? Latin, (Greek), French, German, Esperanto…

• Value of another language

• Experience at CERN (publications, meetings, lunchtime)

• Conversation where each speaks their own language?

• Careful (ie duty of care) use of English, Basic English, etc

• Pitfalls of translation: False Friends, American usage, articles

• Machine translation 

• Thanks for listening!
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Artificial Languages?  The rationale…

• The efficiency problem:
• If you have one Translator per 

pair of Languages,

• Then for large numbers of 
Languages the number of 
Translators becomes huge

Two Languages 
→ One Translator

Three Languages 
→ Three Translators

Four Languages 
→ Six Translators

𝑁 Languages → 
1

2
𝑁 𝑁 − 1 Translators

Six Languages 
→ 5+4+3+2+1=
Fifteen Translators



Artificial Languages?  The rationale…

• The efficiency problem:
• If you translate via an intermediate 

Language

• This is a two step process

• Initially this does seem attractive

• But for large numbers of Languages 
the number of Translators 
increases proportionately

𝑁 Languages → 𝑁 Translators

Two Languages 
→ Two Translators

Three Languages 
→ Three Translators

Six Languages 
→Six Translators



Artificial Languages?  The rationale…

Direct Translation – one translation 
step per language

• Four languages, 6 translators, 
budget = 6

• Five languages, 10 translators, 
budget = 10

• Six languages, 15 translations, 
budget = 15

• 30 languages, 435 translations, 
budget = 435

• 200 languages, 19900 translations, 
budget = 19900

Via Intermediate – two translation steps 
per single message per language

• Four languages, 4 translators, 
budget = 4 to 8

• Five languages, 5 translators, 
budget = 5 to 10

• Six languages, 6 translators, 
budget = 6 to 12

• 30 languages, 30 translators, 
budget = 30 to 60

• 200 languages, 200 translations, 
budget = 200 to 400



Computer Translation or Human Speech?

• Today’s computer translation 
capability bypasses the 
traditional issues

• Computer doesn’t care about 
complexity or exceptions to 
rules

• Words with shifting or 
uncertain meaning can be 
translated by recognising 
similar use in other texts

• For humans, the arguments are 
quite different

• Learning a language is a huge 
investment

• Maintenance of fluency and a 
sufficient active vocabulary is 
another big time investment

• So, is there a motivation for an 
intermediate artificial 
language?



Esperanto: the language of hope and expectation

• Esperanto is the most successful 
and widely spoken constructed 
language

• Created by Dr L L Zamenhof in 
1887

• Goals:
• To be an easy to learn 2nd language
• To be a living language
• To be an International Language
• Foster international harmony
• To be a complete Language



Esperanto: History of the International Language

The first who had the idea of 
an artificial world language 
are the great philosophers 
Bacon, Comenius-Komensky, 
Descartes and Leibnitz at the 
beginning of the modern 
epoch.

La Tuta Esperanto Henrik Seppik, 1987



Considerations for a Language Learner:

• I want to…
1. Go anywhere in the World and be able to speak to anyone

2. Go anywhere in the World and be able to speak to someone

3. Go to some places and be able to speak to most people there

4. Understand better how languages work

5. Communicate without being misunderstood

6. Learn a language that doesn’t have too many complications to 
contend with

7. Learn a language that will open up a particular treasure trove 
of literature to me

8. I want a career as a linguist



What Esperanto does offer

• There are Esperanto speakers world-wide, 
so if your goal is to meet people from different 
cultures and speak to them, Esperanto is a good choice

• If you want to learn how languages work before committing to learning 
another language, learning Esperanto can be useful

• If you communicate regularly through English to non-native speakers, and 
you want to test your assumptions about clarity in word-meanings, or 
complexity of grammar, then you can force yourself to think in Esperanto 
before speaking in English

• Simplicity of grammar, clear and compact vocabulary, but without 
compromising completeness of expression: it is a language for poetry and 
literature.



Why has Esperanto only been semi-successful?

• Computer translation has approached the issues of efficiency differently

• Not many people are prepared to learn another language: particularly English 
first language speakers

• It is not associated with any particular country, so no specific tourism target

• Esperanto is not one of the official languages of the UN

• It is perceived as being a language without culture (not much history)

• It is perceived as being a language unworthy of culture (because of its simplicity)

• Esperantists were repressed by many states at various times (Nazi and Soviet 
Union, especially)

• But mainly: Esperanto doesn’t have any political force (no Nation) 
whereas English has huge political force: USA, UK, etc

• QED: English IS a Hegemony
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Join us next week for

Send in YOUR questions and comments 
for this Final Seminar discussion to: 

Vincent Smith 
Vincent.Smith@physics.org

mailto:Vincent.Smith@physics.org

